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Before moving CU to Boulder, take the time to learn about us and plan ahead. Our website is set up to take you in stages through the transfer process and provide information as needed. International transfer students should check the International Applicants section of our website for more information. CU Boulder Transfer Team is here
to help you at every step of the process, and we hope you can reach us and connect with us. Follow @FutureBuffs instagram and Facebook or email us at transfer@colorado.edu. If you want to keep up to date with information about important search and deadlines, be sure to join our communication list. Transfer credit and selection
criteria Read more about how we view transfer applications, how we process credits from university coursework, and what conditions you need to meet or be running with your application. CU Boulder does not have a minimum transfer hour requirement. Therefore, transfer applicants are checked for admission under either of two
conditions: If you have at least 24 post-secondary school study hours, the selection board will focus primarily on your college academic record. If you have fewer than 24 post-secondary school study hours, university academic background and high school record or scores from the high school equivalence exam are assessed. If you have
any questions about transfer credits, please email us tchelp@colorado.edu. Starting the school transfer process is an exciting time. We know that this change can also feel a little mysterious and frightening. We're here to help. Your transfer guidance instructors want to help you through this process from start to finish. The transfer
application and the university application process are a great opportunity for you to reflect on everything you have already achieved in preparing to continue your unique academic journey. The purpose of the step-by-step overview below is to help you secure a successful transfer. Stand by. It is important to carefully check the entry
requirements for the transfer, which may vary depending on which program you are applying for. They play a key role in assessing how competitive you are about admission. Also, remember that you can send transcripts of credits from your high school and current institution before submitting your transfer application, so we encourage
you to start early! Understand your move. Start by creating a Transferology account Transferology.com/school/colorado. Transferology lets you view which of your credits are likely to be transferred to CU Boulder, create a transfer plan, and see the remaining core coursework for your degree program. With transferology, you can even plan
which courses you want to take at your current school, Transfer. We also offer individual transfer selection appointments and assessments for prospective transfer students who have not yet applied. Click here to schedule the transfer selection. Ask for help if you need it! Contact your transfer guidance counsellor for more information and
specific questions. We're here to guide you through your transfer, so don't hesitate to leverage our expertise. Each transfer student brings a unique background and educational experience to the table, so we look forward to getting to know you and developing your individual transfer plan.  Start planning. Check out our selection times and
build yourself a search calendar to track the application timeline. Keep in place to remember that we need to see your final grades in all pre-courses before making a final selection decision! Come on, let's go! When you're done, it's time to fill out the application and send all the necessary materials! You can apply for entry from our website
and use the CU Boulder Transfer Application. Make sure that all the colleges or universities where you have completed courses, as well as the transcript of credit for the high school you graduated from (or most recently attended high school for GED employees). Your application is not complete without each of these transcripts.  We hope
that you will take these steps and complete the transfer process. It's never too early to start getting ready to apply. Keep in mind that your transfer instructor is eager to help with any questions you may have. Our goal as a transfer admissions team is to make your transfer process as transparent as possible. We want to give you as much
information as possible during the process so that you can make the best decision for your future. Good luck, and we hope to see you on campus soon! Jack Kroll Assistant Director office of Admissionsjack.kroll@Colorado.EDU Tags:Application Tips Transfer Admissions This is the complete guide to moving to Colorado U. We
recommend that you read to the end - you can also use the calculator below to assess your likelihood of moving to Colorado U. Moving colleges can be confusing, time-consuming and overwhelming. You're not alone. In fact, more than 700,000 students transfer colleges every year. In U.S., Colorado, 22.0 percent of the total student body
is transfer students, so you're not alone. To read about the university of Colorado Boulder's regular admission requirements, click here What are the transfer requirements for Colorado U? U of Colorado requires several ready-made documents to be considered. The table below summarizes the most important information: Access point
required? Transcript for High School Required for All College Transcripts Required for All Essay or Personal Statement not all interviews require standardized test results required for any statement of good standing by a previous institution, which is not required in addition to the above requirements, U of Colorado also requires a minimum
number of completed credits to apply to become a transfer student. Colorado U requires at least 45 credits. What are the transfer herds of the University of Colorado Boulder? Many universities accept transfer applications during each semester. For this reason, we will divide the deadline for the transfer of U of Colorado by autumn, winter,
spring and summer. Closing date Stated deadline For autumn transfer June 1 Winter transfer deadline Spring transfer deadline 1 October 2019 until 15 March 2019 Finalisation of the application can lead to a stupid error. We recommend that you complete your application at least one week before the required deadline. In fact, take a full
2-day break from looking at anything related to your app and then go back to looking for errors. If  applied for a transfer to Colorado U. for notified deadlines or before, your closing date should be in the table below. Deadline Notification Dates Autumn Transfer Deadline March 1 Winter transfer deadline Spring transfer deadline October
1 Summer transfer deadline March 1 Note that this information will be relevant in 2019 and to the best of our knowledge this has not changed. What is the approval rate for transfers from the University of Colorado Boulder? In 2019, Colorado U received 3,871 transfer applicants. The school accepted 2,799 students. Therefore, colorado
U's transfer approval rate is 72.31%. This shows how difficult it is to move to the U of Colorado. You can use the free calculator below to predict your chances of being accepted. Of the 2,799 approved transfer students, 1,516 enrolled - meaning the return was 54.16%. U of Colorado takes on 73 against every 100 transfer applicants. How
can you afford U Colorado U Colorado pays an average of $N/A. The vendors below offer private student loans to Colorado students to cover the costs... We have partnered with Edvisors to provide these vendors and keep the offer up to date. U of Colorado requires at least 0.00 college GPAs - this is on a 4.33 point scale. Enjoying a
transfer to U in Colorado? There are many reasons to move to Colorado U. Maybe your plan has always been to go to community college and then go to a four-year university to save money during a degree. Maybe you had bad experiences at your first school - don't worry, this is more common than you think. Or maybe you're interested
in Boulder... Regardless of the reason for the transfer, you have already enrolled at another university or university, so you know that the most important element college experience is people and community Finding success in U of Colorado depends on whether you feel comfortable - can you find a home and grow? These questions
cannot be answered by numbers and information, but CampusReel can. If you are considering a transfer to U of Colorado, I recommend that you watch the school videos on CampusReel. They're real students with real stories. Final verdict: How to move to U from Colorado, let's wrap up everything we've learned. If you still have questions
about the transfer, please visit the Colorado U website for more information. Colorado U accepts 72.31% transfer applicants, which is competitive. To have the option to move U to Colorado, you would need to have a current GPA of at least 3.66 - ideally, you have a GPA of about 3.81. In addition, you need to submit standardized test
results. The tables below show the SAT and ACT breakdown of Colorado students U. 25th percentile 75. percentile Average SAT math 550,670,610 SAT Reading 520,640,580 2018 TOTAL SAT score 1070 1310 1190 25 Percentile 75th Percentile Average ACT Math 24 29 26 ACT Reading 24 32 28 28 2018 Total ACT Score 48 61 54
University of Colorado Boulder has an average SAT score of 1190. To be a competitive applicant to the University of Colorado Boulder, your SAT score should be close to average - for the ACT, you should aim for a similar one. If you're considering moving to Colorado U, you might want to consider schools as well: Transfer to Colorado
State University-Fort Collins transfer to Denver Metropolitan State University
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